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DESCRIPTION 

The game TextJam serves as an example and resource for a pedagogy of using interactive fiction 

platforms in the classroom by asking students to make text adventure games as a means of  remixing 

class concepts. 

In a poster presentation at the 2018 Conference on College Composition & Communication 

(CCCC), I gave a poster presentation on a pedagogical argument for asking students to create Future 

Narratives (FNs) as a means of responding to and remixing classroom concepts. As I gave this 

presentation, I asked members of my audience to submit slips of paper which contain snippets of ideas: 

keywords, literary/rhetorical concepts, etc. After this presentation, I used Ink Script to create an 

interactive, textual game that plays with, incorporates, and remixes all of the themes offered. The game 

I created became TextJam.  

You can play TextJam simply by using the mouse to click on different commands. These 

commands will allow you navigate about a textual space, investigate and pick up objects, and 

communicate with others through dialogue choices.  

Your goal in TextJam is to find every keyword that inspired the creation of the virtual, textual 

world. Some keywords will be found by finding the right object, or bringing the right object to the right 

space, etc.  

Begin the game simply by exploring. Start to get a feel for where you can go and what items you 

can find. There is no way to lose TextJam; you play until you’ve either found all the keywords, or have 

decided to move on to the next area. Have fun! And if the game inspires you to start making your own 

virtual, textual worlds, that is great!  

TextJam is created in Ink Script. You can download the client for Ink here: 

https://www.inklestudios.com/ink/ 

 The source code for TextJam is printed below. If you copy the code into the Ink Script client, it 

will render the entire game for you. If you plan on perusing this code, I would recommend you do this—

the Ink Script client color-codes the text, making it much easier to read. You are free to copy this code 

and modify it as you see fit. This model, plus Inkle’s excellent documentation, will give one everything 

one needs to make simple to moderately complex adventures. 

 

 

https://www.inklestudios.com/ink/
https://github.com/inkle/ink/blob/master/Documentation/WritingWithInk.md


Textjam Code 
 

//We begin by starting at the SPLASH page. The arrow points us to the 'Splash' knot: this is where we 

start the game. 

->Splash 

 

//Here's where we set up some variables. We create a list for all the items we may eventually carry, as 

well as the keywords we can hope to find in Chapters 1 and 2. We also set up values for things that 

change in the game, such as the place the Shakespeare orator is at in his speech (shakeline), whether or 

not the sink and stereo is on (sinkon, stereoon), whether or not it's raining, and what chapter we're on. 

 

LIST inventory = alarm, sparklehead, sparklebody, microphone, glue, sparklepony, key, coffee, umbrella, 

newspaper, book, wirecutters 

LIST keywordsch1 = Reflection, Imagination, SparklePony, Feedback, Kairos 

LIST keywordsch2 = IntentionalKindness, Anacoluthon, UncontestableCommonplace, Ethos, Listening 

LIST shakecycle = line1, line2, line3, line4 

LIST intcycle = int1, int2, int3, int4 

VAR shakeline = line1 

VAR intline = int1 

VAR sinkon = 0 

VAR stereoon = 0 

VAR raining = 0 

VAR currentchapter = 0 

VAR paid = 0 

 

// This ‘get’ function allows us to simplify the commands for our inventory system. When I type 'get 

thing', it will add 'thing' to the inventory list. When I type remove, it will remove it from the inventory. 

 

=== function get(x)  

    ~ inventory += x 

=== function remove(x) 

~ inventory -= x 

 

//The chaplist knot allows the player to jump to Chapter 2 if desired. Because Ink doesn't support saved 

games, it's useful to help the player dip in and out of the game in this way. 

 

    ===Chaplist=== 

    Choose the chapter you want to play here. It is recommended that you play in order, but each chapter 

is self-contained and doesn't require items or actions from previous chapters to complete, though items 

or actions from previous chapters may things. 

    +[Chapter 1] Okay, here we go.  

    ~currentchapter = 1 

    ->Splash 



     

    +[Chapter 2] Okay, here we go. 

    ~currentchapter = 2 

    ->Ch2Splash 

     

//Here's our splash knot, which is where we start the game. We orient the player to the goal of the 

game, let them check out the keywords they need to find, and give them an option to jump to another 

chapter if they wish. When we start the game at Chapter One, we'll move to the 'Awaken' knot. 

 

 ===Splash== 

 Welcome to TEXTJAM. The following is an exploration of how words build ideas, worlds. The 

environment you are about to enter was inspired by a gathering of 10 rhetoric-related keywords from 

10 different people. 

 Your goal is to navigate this world and *enact* each keyword: this can be done finding it, or causing it 

to be. Or maybe it's revealed through a pun or through wordplay. In this first chapter, you'll only be able 

to play the first area, which has *five* keywords. 

 You can check on your keywords in your inventory. 

 +[What are the keywords?] Here they are: ->WordListch1 

 +[Great, let's do this!] Starting..... 

 ~currentchapter = 1 

 ->Awaken 

 +[Skip to Chapter...] Oh wow, getting anachronistic on me now, are you? Okay. ->Chaplist 

  

===WordListch1 

Reflection 

Imagination 

Sparkle-Pony 

Feedback 

Kairos 

+[Gotchya] -> Splash 

 

===Awaken== 

    An annoying buzzing awakens you from a dreamless sleep. -> Pillow 

     

//Here's where we give the player a hint to the first word, 'imagination,' and set up our first puzzle. They 

need to go back to sleep to get the word, but they have to get rid of their alarm clock first. 

 

===Pillow== 

*[Try to dream, to imagine] You can't. Not with that buzzing. ->Pillow 

+[Wake up] You open your eyes to your alarm clock buzzing at you. You slap the only button on it to 

snooze. You yawn and sit up. -> bed 

 

//With the 'bed' knot, we really start building the world. The player is sitting on the bed, and from there, 

can look around the room, at the nightstand, or at the inventory. Here we also have the ability to get the 



first keyword, with the 'go back to sleep' option. If the alarm clock has not been destroyed, we can't go 

back to sleep. But if it has, we go back to sleep and earn the 'imagination' keyword. Doing so also 

advances time, so to show this, we have it start raining. 

 

===bed== 

You're sitting on your bed in your room.  

*[Look around] Your room is a colorful spatter of thisses and thats. Your bed lies against the wall next to 

a nightstand {not Room.gotalarm:  with that accursed alarm clock}. Posters line the walls. A trophy case 

stands against the wall in the back. A stereo lies on against the wall on the other side. Two doors are 

here; one leads to your bathroom, and the other to the hall. -> bed 

++[look nightstand] -> Room.nightstand ->bed 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> bed 

+[Get up] You groan as you stand up and stretch your arms. You're up, you're up. -> Room 

    +{not Room.alarmdestroy} [Go back to sleep] Nah. You know your alarm clock will just wake up up 

before you get there. -> bed 

    *{Room.alarmdestroy} [Go back to sleep] You go back to sleep. You let your imagination run wild 

through melting colors, shapes, and places.  

    You wake up a couple hours later, fully rested. 

    ~raining = 1 

    You hear rain pattering outside. 

    You've earned the IMAGINATION keyword! 

    ~ keywordsch1 += Imagination 

    ++[Great!] -> bed 

 

//In this Room knot, we can see us play with nested options. The 'look at' choice leads to a submenu, 

which is distinguished with two + symbols. By adding + signs, we could go as deep as we wanted, and 

then come back out finally by using an arrow to point back to the original knot title (->Room). With the 

inventory and the nightstand, we see examples of tunneling, with an arrow to point us to the object and 

then an arrow pointing us back ([check inventory] -> Inventory -> Room) this lets us remember where 

we were when we went to that specific knot, and then come back to where we were after we are done. 

This is important when we want to be able to approach a knot from multiple locations (such as the 

nightstand from either sitting on the bed or standing in the room, or looking at the inventory from any 

position or place.) 

 

===Room=== 

    Your room is a colorful spatter of thisses and thats. Your bed lies against the wall next to a nightstand 

{not gotalarm: with that accursed alarm clock}. Posters line the walls. A trophy case stands against the 

wall in the back. A stereo lies on against the wall on the other side. There's a window overlooking the 

yard. Two doors are here; one leads to your bathroom, and the other to the hall. 

    +[Look at...] Look at what? 

    ++[look nightstand] -> nightstand -> Room 

    ++[look trophy case] -> trophycase 

    ++[look stereo] -> stereo 



    ++[look window] You pull back your curtain and look outside. You see your yard stretched out beyond. 

{raining: It's raining outside; the sky is grey and rain patters across the grass. | It's sunny, but clouds to 

the east hint it may rain later.} 

    +++[Back] ->Room 

    ++[Nevermind] ->Room 

    +[Go to...] Go Where? 

    ++[Sit on bed] You sit down on your bed. Ahhh. ->bed 

    ++[Go to the bathroom] You walk out and over to the bathroom. -> bathroom 

    ++[Go out to the hall] -> Hallway 

    ++[Nevermind] -> Room 

    +[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Room 

     

    //When we use one = instead of three, we're making a smaller room inside the bigger room. These are 

called 'stitches.' The two arrows (->->) at the end of this next stitch are the second part of the tunnel, 

and they bring us back to wherever we originally were. We can't break the alarm clock, but we can take 

it... 

     

    =nightstand 

    A sturdy, wooden nightstand. {not gotalarm: Your accursed alarm clock rests upon it.} 

    *{not gotalarm} [Bash it] It's indestructable. ->nightstand 

    * (gotalarm) [Take it] Got it.  

    ~get(alarm) 

    ++[Back] ->nightstand 

    +[Back] ->-> 

     

    //This trophycase stitch is a good example of using variables with inventory to solve a simple puzzle. 

We want that pony head, but if we don't have the key, we can't open it up and get it. If we do have the 

key, we can. The pony head's description no longer shows in the trophycase, and it is added to our 

inventory (and the key is removed). 

     

    =trophycase 

    An ornately carved trophy case. Inside you see odds and ends from your past. {not gothead:Of 

particular notice is the head of a tiny, golden figure of a pony.} 

    +{not Livingroom.gotkey}[Open Trophy Case] Hmm, it seems to be locked. Now where did you put 

your key? ->trophycase 

    *{Livingroom.gotkey}[Use key on Trophy Case] It fits! The case opens with a click. 

        **(gothead)[Grab Pony Head] You grab the head to your treasured sparkle-pony. 

        ~get(sparklehead) 

        ~remove(key) 

        ->trophycase 

    +[Back] -> Room 

     



    //Here we play with global variables. We can turn on and off the stereo, and that changes its 

description. If we have the microphone and the stereo is on, we can hold the microphone to the stereo 

and get the 'feedback' keyword. 

     

    =stereo 

    This is your favorite stereo. It's got knobs that go up to eleven. It's resting quietly on the floor. 

{stereoon: It's on, but not making any noise. | It's off.} 

    +{not stereoon}  [Turn it on] You flip a switch and you hear a clicking sound.   

    ~stereoon = 1 

    -> stereo 

    +{stereoon}  [Turn it off] You flip a switch and you hear a clicking sound.   

    ~stereoon = 0 

    -> stereo 

    *{stereoon}{inventory ? microphone}[Hold microphone to stereo] You hold the microphone to the 

stereo until a shrieking beeping sound floods the room and your ears. 

        **[Ouch!] Ouch, indeed! You drop the mic and turn off the stereo. Let's call that experiment over. 

        ~remove(microphone) 

        ~stereoon = 0 

        ~keywordsch1 += Feedback 

        You've earned the Feedback keyword!! 

            ***[Awesome!] ->Room 

    +[Back] -> Room 

     

    //The bathroom stitch holds an easy keyword. All we have to do is look in the mirror to get it. The 

stuff with the sink is a little more complicated, but basically, it's set up so that if you're looking at the 

sink, and it's on, and you're holding your alarm clock, you have to option to drown the clock in the sink, 

finally destroying it. 

     

    =bathroom 

    You're in a tiny bathroom. It's clean. You're proud of that. There's a bath here, and a mirror 

overlooking a white, marble sink. 

    +[Look at...] Look at what? 

    ++[Look mirror] You look in the mirror. You see yourself looking back at you. You're looking good! You 

think you're looking good, too. You both are looking good. Self, reflected. 

    {keywordsch1 !? Reflection:  

    You earned the SELF-REFLECTION badge!  

    ~ keywordsch1 += Reflection 

    } 

    +++[Back] ->bathroom 

    ++[Look sink] It's a sink. {sinkon: It's pouring water. | it's off.} {alarmdestroy: A soaked, broken alarm 

clock lies in here.} 

    +++{not sinkon}[Turn on sink] You turn the handle and water starts to flow.  

    ~sinkon = 1  

    ->bathroom 



    +++{sinkon} [Turn off sink] Your turn the handle and the water stops. 

    ~sinkon = 0  

    ->bathroom 

    ***(alarmdestroy){sinkon} {gotalarm} [Drown alarm clock in sink] You drown the alarm clock in the 

sink. It protests and then, finally, dies, leaving you at last with comforting silence and the promise of 

sleep. 

    ~remove(alarm) 

    ++++[Back] ->bathroom 

    +++[Back] ->bathroom 

    +[Back to your room] You exit the bathroom. ->Room 

    +[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> bathroom 

     

     

===Hallway 

    This is a long hallway, lined with pictures. One door leads to your room. The door at the end of the 

hall leads to the livingroom. 

    +[Enter my room] You step into your room. ->Room 

    +[Enter Livingroom] You step out into the livingroom. ->Livingroom 

 

//The 'look at' and 'go to' commands provide a simple way to hide away many commands and keep the 

interface clean. 

 

===Livingroom 

This is your livingroom. It's comfy. You've got a couch facing a flat screen TV you're very fond of. {not 

gotmic:There's a microphone on a stand near the TV, a remnant from Karaoke night.} On the hutch 

there's a messy smatter of papers and things. There's a door leading to the hallway, one going to the 

kitchen, and another leading to the front study. 

+[Look at...] -> lookat 

+[Go to...] -> enterto 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Livingroom 

 

    =enterto 

    Go where? 

    +[Go Hallway] ->Hallway 

    +[Go Kitchen] ->Kitchen 

    +[Go Study] ->Study 

    +[Nevermind] ->Livingroom 

    

// When we grab the microphone, we need to give the player a hint about what to do with it. We point 

the player to the stereo back in our room. 

 

    =lookat 

    Look at what? 

    +[Couch] This is your favorite couch. It's leather and one can just sink into it. 



    ++[Back] -> lookat 

    +[TV] A large, flatscreen TV. High def! That cost a pretty penny. 

    ++[Back] -> lookat 

    +{not gotmic}[Microphone] This is a wireless microphone attached to a stand. Essential for karaoke 

nights. 

    ++[Speak into Microphone] {stereoon: You hear your voice echo back to you from your room. | You 

speak into the microphone. It's on, but you don't hear anything.} ->lookat 

    ++(gotmic)[Take Microphone] Got it. 

    ~get(microphone) 

    +++[Back] -> lookat 

    +[Hutch] ->Hutch 

    +[Back] -> Livingroom 

     

    =Hutch 

    You really need to clean this off. Piles of papers and things litter the surface here. 

    +[Move Papers] You shuffle some papers around... 

    {not gotbody: 

    You found the body to your Sparkle Pony! It's a golden, headless pony body with wings. 

        ++(gotbody)[Grab it] Got it! 

        ~get(sparklebody) 

        ->Hutch 

    -else: 

    You don't find anything else of interest. 

    ++[Back] -> Hutch 

    } 

    {not gotkey: 

    +[Check Drawers] You open up one of the drawers and find a small key. Now what was this to, again? 

    ++(gotkey)[Grab Key] Got it. 

    ~get(key) 

    ->Hutch 

    -else: 

    +[Check Drawers] You don't find anything else of use in there. Too much junk! 

    ++[Back] ->Hutch 

    } 

     

    +[Back] ->Livingroom 

 

// Here in the Kitchen knot, we can get glue if we search through the drawers. We also need a way to 

advance time so that it is raining, in case the players never figure out the 'imagination' keyword. By 

brewing a cup of coffee and sitting down at the table, we pass the time and have it start raining. 

 

===Kitchen 



Your kitchen is small and functional. On one side, you have your fridge, stove, and microwave. On the 

other, you have counter space which holds your sink, a coffee maker, and several cabinets. At the back 

of the kitchen is your table, which is by the window which looks out over your yard. 

+(lookkitch)[Look at...] Look at what? 

    **[Fridge] You open up the fridge. Looking pretty sparse, I'm afraid. 

        +++[Back] You close the fridge. ->Kitchen 

    **[Cabinets] Mugs, glasses, and plates. 

        +++[Back] -> lookkitch 

    ++[Counter] Lots of counter space. You keep it clean! There are some junk drawers in here. 

        +++[Search Drawers] You go through some of the drawers. {not gotglue: Silverware, papers, and, 

aha, a small container of superglue. | Nothing else of interest.} 

                ****(gotglue)[Get Glue] Got it. 

                        ~get(glue) 

                            +++++[Back] ->lookkitch 

                ++++[Back] You close the drawers. ->lookkitch 

    ++[Coffee Maker] It's a nice, fast coffee maker.  

        {not gotcoffee: 

        Brew a cup? 

        ***[Sure] You grab a mug and brew a cup of coffee. It's ready after a few minutes, and the kitchen 

soon smells of fresh coffee. Mmm! 

            ****(gotcoffee)[Get Coffee] Got it. 

                    ~get(coffee) 

                    ->lookkitch 

        +++[Nah] You decide you're not in the mood. ->lookkitch 

        -else: 

        You've already made coffee. 

        } 

        +++[Back] -> lookkitch 

    ++[Back] -> Kitchen 

    +{inventory !? coffee}[Sit at table] You sit down at the kitchen table, looking out the window. {raining: 

It's raining outside; the sky is grey and rain patters comfortingly outside and against the glass. | It's 

sunny, but clouds to the east hint it may rain later. There's a breeze that's starting to pick up.} Not too 

much time passes before you get too bored or antsy and feel like moving around again. 

            ++[Get up] -> Kitchen 

    +{inventory ? coffee}[Sit at table and enjoy coffee] You sit down at the kitchen table and relax, looking 

out the window, and sipping your coffee.  

    ~remove(coffee) 

    {raining: It's raining outside; the sky is grey and rain patters comfortingly outside and against the glass. 

| It's sunny, but clouds to the east hint it may rain later. There's a breeze that's starting to pick up.} 

        After a little time spent in quiet contemplation, {not raining: you see the first raindrops spatter 

against the window. Then a few more, and then a few more, until the rain picks up in full. | the rain 

picks up. Now it's really coming down!} 

        ~raining = 1 

        ++[Get up] You get up. ->Kitchen 



    +[Go to...] Go where? 

        ++[Livingroom] You step back out into the livingroom. ->Livingroom 

        ++[Nevermind] ->Kitchen 

    +[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Kitchen 

 

//The study will be the last room in the chapter. Here we can find an umbrella, so that if we leave the 

house with the umbrella while it's raining we'll earn the kairos keyword. Here we also warn the players 

that this will be the end of the chapter, so if they haven't found all the words yet, they can turn around 

and keep exploring. 

 

===Study 

    The study is really just a front hall for coming and going. You have your front door here, and a closet 

which holds coats and things. {raining: Outside, you hear rain pattering against the door.} 

    +[Look at...] Look at what? 

        ++[Closet] You open the closet and look inside. 

            {not gotumbrella: You see lots of coats and things, and on the floor, you see your favorite 

umbrella.} 

            {gotumbrella: You see lots of coats and things. Nothing else of interest.} 

          ***(gotumbrella){not gotumbrella}[Get Umbrella] You grab it. 

                ~get(umbrella) 

                ++++[Back] ->Study 

            +++[Back] ->Study 

        ++[Nevermind] ->Study 

    +[Leave through Front Door] 

        {raining && gotumbrella: 

        You grab your umbrella and get ready to brave the rain: Your timing is perfect. 

        You got the KAIROS keyword! 

        ~keywordsch1 += Kairos 

        } 

        {raining && not gotumbrella: 

        You place your hand on the handle. The rain's really coming down though... 

        } 

        {not raining && not gotumbrella: 

        You place your hand on the handle. You feel like your timing’s a bit off. 

        } 

        {not raining && gotumbrella: 

        You place your hand on the handle. You feel like you're early.. your timing's a bit off. 

        } 

        Leaving your house will close the chapter. Are you ready for this? 

        ++[Yes, let's go!] You open the door and step outside. 

         -> EndChap1 

        ++[No, not yet] You back away from the door. ->Study 

    +[Go to...] Go where? 

        ++[Livingroom] You step back out into the livingroom. ->Livingroom 



        ++[Nevermind] Neverminded. ->Study 

    +[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Study 

 

//In this post-chapter screen, we show the player all the keywords that were found and the ones that 

were missed, and then prepare the player to move on to Chapter 2. 

 

===EndChap1 

    Congratulations, you have finished Chapter One of TEXTJAM!  

    In this playthrough, you have discovered {LIST_COUNT(keywordsch1)>4: ALL 5 of the 5 keywords! | 

{LIST_COUNT(keywordsch1)} of the 5 keywords:} 

Keywords discovered: {keywordsch1} 

Keywords missed:  

{keywordsch1 !? Imagination: Imagination} 

{keywordsch1 !? Reflection: Reflection} 

{keywordsch1 !? SparklePony: Sparkle-Pony} 

{keywordsch1 !? Feedback: Feedback} 

{keywordsch1 !? Kairos: Kairos} 

Are you ready to move on to Chapter 2? 

+[Let's go!] -> Ch2Splash 

-> END 

 

//Again we have a splashpage, which will prep the player for the next set of keywords to find. When the 

player is ready, they move to the first knot, which is 'ToParkway'. 

 

===Ch2Splash 

~currentchapter = 2 

Welcome to TEXTJAM, Chapter Two. Here your goal is to enact (or perhaps contradict) five new 

keywords. You are also challenged to find the pathway to Chapter Three. 

 

+[What are the keywords?] This chapter's keywords are: 

Intentional Kindness 

Anacoluthon 

Uncontestable Commonplace 

Ethos 

Listening 

++[Got it. Let's do this!] -> ToParkway 

+[Great, let's do this.] -> ToParkway 

 

//As we get started moving out into the neighborhood, if the player didn't manage to make it rain in 

Chapter One, we should go ahead and make that happen here. Take a look at the check for gotumbrella: 

it has to point to the Study, because that's where that variable was found. So we have to write 

'Study.gotumbrella' because we are no longer in the Study knot. 

 

===ToParkway 



You make your way outside and down your street. You make your way down to the end of the road, turn 

right, and head down a hill to Parkway Drive. 

{raining == 0: 

After a block, the sky darkens and it begins to rain. 

~raining = 1 

} 

{Study.gotumbrella: You're lucky you grabbed your umbrella. You unfold it and raise it above your head. 

Rain patters comfortingly against it as you walk. | You tuck your head down as you make your way down 

the road. You should have brought an umbrella!} 

-> Parkway 

 

//Parkway is a simple knot that orients the player to move up and down the east and west axis, building 

the geography of the world. Of course we have our inventory tunnel here, too. 

 

===Parkway 

Parkway Drive is one of your favorite streets. Streetlamps curve above the road, cute little shops line the 

road on each side. It's especially soothing right now, with this light rain playing across the air, wetting 

the potted trees. 

The street runs east to west. You know that a favorite coffee shop of yours is to the east, while a 

bookstore and a good park are down to the west. 

+[Head East] You walk east down the street until you see your coffee shop. -> CoffeeBlock  

+[Head West] -> BookBlock 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Parkway 

 

//Here we can decide whether to enter the coffee store or to keep walking around outside.  

===CoffeeBlock 

You see the outside of Grounds, your favorite coffee shop. Through the window you see that it must be 

a good day to relax and have a cup of coffee; there seem to be lots of bodies in there. Off to the east, 

you see the road ends, wrapping around a fountain. 

+[Head East] -> EastEnd 

+[Go Inside] You walk up to the door and push it open. -> Grounds 

+[Head West] -> Parkway 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Parkway 

 

===Grounds 

Grounds is hopping today. Soft, jazzy music plays behind a low roar of chatter and laughter. Clinking 

silverware, steam of an espresso machine. There's a bit of a line, and most of the booths are taken, but 

you do see an empty one near the window. There's a door that must lead to a back room. 

+[Look around] You look around. There's a stack of newspapers on a table in the back of the room here. 

    ++[Grab a newspaper] You walk over and pick up {gotnews: another|a} paper. ->newshold 

    ++[Back] ->Grounds 

     

    //When we sit in the coffee shop, we are able to go to the 'sitbooth' stitch and listen in on a 

conversation. We get the LISTENING keyword for free, but the conversation we listen in on becomes 



increasingly complex as variables come into play. The conversation needs a simple loop for when you 

keep listening and the speakers have nothing new to say. We then need a two-way variable: we can go 

to the bookstore and find a book that's going to solve this conversation, but we needed to listen to the 

conversation first in order to know that we need to look for the book. Once we have found the book and 

returned to their conversation, we can get the INCONTESTABLE COMMONPLACE keyword. 

     

+(sitbooth)[Sit at Booth] 

    You sit down at the booth{inventory ? coffee:, sipping at your cup of coffee. |.} Rain patters against 

the glass as you watch the cars pass, the people pass. 

    {inventory ? coffee: 

    Before you know it, your cup is empty. 

    ~remove(coffee) 

    } 

    {not clearbooth: 

    As you relax, you start to think you might be able to parse out words and conversations through this 

noise. 

        ++[Practice Listening] You close your eyes and let the noises resolve themselves into words. 

        {keywordsch2 !? Listening: 

        You've found the LISTENING keyword! 

        ~keywordsch2 += Listening 

        } 

        As words resolve themselves out of the noise, you hear a conversation happening in the booth 

behind you. 

        +++[Not interested.] Oh, okay. ->sitbooth 

        +++(listenconv)[Listen in] 

        {listenconv < 2: 

            It's a man and a woman, and they seem to be debating about whether or not they should leave. 

            "I'm ready to go," the woman says. 

            "Not yet. Let's wait until the rain dies down some," the man says. 

            ++++[Keep Listening] 

                "I don't mind the rain," the woman smiles. 

                "If you get cold you can get sick," the man replies. "Everybody knows that." 

            +++++[That doesn't sound right.] Well, that's the thing with incontestable commonplaces. You'll 

need some proof if you're gonna show he's wrong. {Bookstore.sawbook && Bookstore.gotbook == 0: 

Maybe there was a book about it in that human health and science aisle you explored at the bookstore?} 

                ++++++[Hmm.] ->sitbooth 

            +++++{inventory ? book}[Show them the book] ->Knowledge 

            ++++++[All right.] ->sitbooth 

            -else: 

            "Can we leave now?" the woman sighs. 

            "Not yet. I don't want to get sick!" the man replies. 

            ++++[That still doesn't sound right.] ->sitbooth 

            {Bookstore.sawbook && Bookstore.gotbook == 0: Maybe there was a book about it in that human 

health and science aisle you explored at the bookstore?} 



             ++++{inventory ? book}[Show them the book] ->Knowledge 

            ->sitbooth 

            } 

    } 

    ++[Get up] You stand up and leave the booth. ->Grounds 

+(gcoff){not gcoff}[Order Coffee] {not Kitchen.gotcoffee: Not content with the cup of coffee you had this 

morning, y|Y}ou wait in line and, when it comes time, order a warm cup. 

    ~get(coffee) 

    ++[Great] You step back, away from the counter. ->Grounds 

     

+[Leave to...] Leave to where? 

    ++[Outside] You squeeze through the crowd and step back out into the rain. ->CoffeeBlock 

    ++[The back room] You make your way through the door in the back. ->Backroom 

     

    =Knowledge 

    "Hi, hi there," you say, leaning over from the other booth. "I hate to interrupt, but I couldn't help but 

overhearing. I have a book here that is actually relevant to your conversation here." 

    ~remove(book) 

    You offer the book to the woman. Her eyes widen as she flips through it.  

    "See Blake!" she says, turning to a relevant chapter. "I knew this wasn't how it worked!" 

    "Let me see that," says Blake. "Huhh," he murmers, paging through the book. 

    "So can we go now?" she asks. 

    "Well, yeah, I guess so, Blake says." 

    You smile. "Go ahead and keep the book! It might be helpful!" you tell them. 

    As the two leave, the woman smiles a thankful smile at you. 

     

    You've found (and broken) the INCONTESTABLE COMMONPLACE keyword! 

    ~keywordsch2 += UncontestableCommonplace 

    +(clearbooth)[Great!] ->sitbooth 

     

    //We need to grab the newspaper to get us into the bookstore. 

     

    =newshold 

    It's the local news. 

        +[Read it] You flip through it. Nothing particularly interesting, but you do note an interesting exposé 

about up-and-coming bookstores.  

            ++[Cool.]->newshold 

        +(gotnews){not gotnews}[Keep it] You roll it up and tuck it away. Might be useful! 

            ~get(newspaper) 

            ->Grounds 

        +[Put it back] You put it back down on the stack. ->Grounds 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Grounds 

 



//The puzzle here in this backroom has a fun mechanic. The orator in here will keep cycling through the 

first few lines of Hamlet's soliloquy. This involves a set of checks: if he's on line one, he speaks that line 

then we set the line he's on to line2. If he's on line2, he speaks the second line and then we set it to 

line3. We have this happen in two places: we can listen to him actively, and he continues to move 

through his lines every time we look around the room. 

 

===Backroom 

    This room looks like it's for performances. There's a stage in the back, and a scattering of tables. 

    Despite the crowd in the front room, there aren't many people here.  

    {noshow==0: 

    This may be because of a guy on the stage, clumsily and loudly reciting Shakespeare. 

    The man on the stage says, 

        { 

        -shakeline == line1: 

        "To be, or not to be, that is the question." 

        ~shakeline = line2 

        -shakeline == line2: 

        "Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune..." 

        ~shakeline = line3 

        -shakeline == line3: 

        "Or to take arms against a sea of troubles!" 

        ~shakeline = line4 

        -shakeline == line4: 

        "And by opposing, end them. Uhh, now, how did the rest of this go? Let me start over." 

        ~shakeline = line1 

        } 

    } 

+[Exit] {noshow==0:Yeah, you've had enough of that. | You smile to yourself and head back into the 

main room.} ->Grounds 

+{noshow==0}[Listen to him] You lean against a back wall and listen in. 

    The man on the stage says, 

    { 

    -shakeline == line1: 

    "To be, or not to be, that is the question." 

    ~shakeline = line2 

    -shakeline == line2: 

    "Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune..." 

    ~shakeline = line3 

    -shakeline == line3: 

    "Or to take arms against a sea of troubles!" 

    ~shakeline = line4 

    -shakeline == line4: 

    "And by opposing, end them. Uhh, now, how did the rest of this go? Let me start over." 

    ~shakeline = line1 



    } 

    ++[Awful.] {Isn't it? | You have the idea you want to interrupt this speech somehow.} ->Backroom 

     

    //So, how do we interrupt him? We take in the room, assuming we haven't already solved the puzzle 

and ended the show (noshow==0). We find a microphone wire that we could cut, but we need 

wirecutters. If we have the wirecutters, we can cut the wire and solve the puzzle and get the 

ANACOLUTHON keyword. In doing so, we need a new set of lines to mark the line he got interrupted on. 

So if we were on shakeline 1, he will say "To be, or not to be, that is the... hello? Can anyone hear me?" 

     

+{noshow==0}[Explore the room] You casually make your way around the room, checking things out. 

The orator is speaking into a microphone with a wire that runs all the way to the back of the room.  

    ++(trycut){inventory !? wirecutters}[Cut the cord] That would do the trick! But you need something 

sharp enough to cut it. 

            +++[Hmmm.] ->Backroom 

    ++(cutcord){inventory ? wirecutters}[Use the wirecutters on the cord] You casually make your way to 

the back of the room. You glance to the left and right, making sure nobody is looking, and then, SNIP! 

    The man on the stage is saying, 

    { 

    -shakeline == line1: 

    "To be, or not to be, that is the... hello? Can anyone hear me?" 

    -shakeline == line2: 

    "Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the ... is this thing on?" 

    -shakeline == line3: 

    "Or to take arms against a ... hello, hello?" 

    -shakeline == line4: 

    "And by opposing... what just happened? 

    ~shakeline = line1 

    } 

    You just got the ANACOLUTHON keyword! 

    ~keywordsch2 += Anacoluthon 

    +++(noshow)[Great!]The man, bewildered, walks off the stage. 

    -> Backroom 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> Backroom 

 

//Since we've already laid out the whole street, we can jump all the way up the street to the front of the 

bookstore. It will be closed, and we will have a puzzle where we have to convince the attendant to let us 

in with the 'bookconv' stitch. 

 

===BookBlock 

"Codex," your favorite bookstore, calls to passersby with colorful covers and posters splashed across the 

windows. 

{not letin:However, your heart falls as you see that the door is closed, and a simple sign reads "CLOSED 

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY." And, just your luck. It's Monday. | The CLOSED sign is still up there, but 

you can now come and go as you please.} 



The street back to the east leads eventually to your favorite coffee shop. You also spot a drugstore 

further down to the west. 

+{not letin}[Examine Windows] 

    You press your face up against the windows. It's pretty quiet in there, but you do see someone 

sweeping. 

    ++[Knock on the window] You knock on the window. When you get his attention, the person frowns 

and comes over to the door. He unlocks it and sticks his head out. 

    ->bookconv 

    ++[Back] ->BookBlock 

+{letin}[Enter the bookstore] You wave at the windows until the man lets you back in. ->Bookstore 

 

    +[Head East] You head back down Parkway drive. ->Parkway 

    +[Head West] You continue on towards the drugstore. ->Drugblock 

 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> BookBlock 

 

//This bookconv stitch is a great example of nested dialogue. Here we can try out a range of rhetorical 

approaches. The only one that points us to the solution is Ethos: if we have a newspaper, we can 

convince him of the Ethos of opening the store, and, of course, earn the ETHOS keyword. 

 

    =bookconv 

    "What do you want," the man growls. 

    +[Hi there!] "Hi there!" you chirp cheerfully. 

    +[Sorry to bother you!] "Sorry to bother you," you tell him. 

    - The man looks unimpressed. 

    +[Ask to come inside] "I was wondering if I could dart inside really quick?" you ask him. 

    He frowns and says, "We're closed." 

        ++(Persuade)[Persuade Him] Hmm, what strategy to take here? 

            +++[Logos] "You should really be open more often," you tell him. "You're missing out on valuable 

business by closing on key business days."  

                    The man rolls his eyes and tells you, "We do fine the way it is." 

                        ++++[Give up] You sigh, and tell the man, "sorry to bother you." ->giveup 

                        ++++[Try another approach] ->Persuade 

            +++[Pathos] "I am desperate for a book!" you tell him. "Without one I don't know what I'll do with 

myself! Have mercy!"  

                    The man gives a half-smile, "I am quite sure you'll survive," he replies. 

                        ++++[Give up] You sigh, and tell the man, "sorry to bother you." ->giveup 

                        ++++[Try another approach] ->Persuade 

            +++[Ethos] "You know, opening more often could attract postive attention," you tell him. "There's 

people out there looking to shine light on the next big thing."  

                    The man narrows his eyes, "Like who?" he asks. 

                        ++++{inventory !? newspaper}[Uhh] "Uhhh... people?" you reply. 

                            The man looks at you blankly. Dang! You might have something there, if you could find 

some proof.  



                                +++++[Hmmm.]->giveup 

                        ++++{inventory ? newspaper}[Look at this newspaper!] "Look here," you say, pulling out 

the newspaper and opening it to the piece on up-and-coming bookstores. "You could be in here! I could 

put in a good word for you!" 

                                The man eyes you for a minute and then says, "well all right, come on in." 

                                    +++++[Yay!] ->goinsidebook 

                        ++++[Give up] You sigh, and tell the man, "sorry to bother you." ->giveup 

                        ++++[Try another approach] ->Persuade 

            +++[Kairos] "This is so the right time to open" you tell him. "It's a beautiful, rainy day. Everyone is 

going to want to spend time here today."  

                    The man sighs and says, "It will rain again. On a day we're supposed to be open." 

                        ++++[Give up] You sigh, and tell the man, "sorry to bother you." ->giveup 

                        ++++[Try another approach] ->Persuade 

            +++[Doxa] "Bookstores are on the up and up!" you tell him. "You should open to capitalize on this 

popularity!"  

                    The man says, "We'll be popular tomorrow, too." 

                        ++++[Give up] You sigh, and tell the man, "sorry to bother you." ->giveup 

                        ++++[Try another approach] ->Persuade 

    +[Say nevermind] "Nevermind!" you tell him. "Sorry to bother you!" ->giveup 

 

    =giveup 

    The man closes the door and get back to sweeping. ->BookBlock 

 

    =goinsidebook 

    The man opens the door and lets you in. 

    You've found the ETHOS keyword! 

    ~keywordsch2 += Ethos 

    +(letin)[Great!] ->Bookstore 

     

    //Having lots of options to explore, like this, helps flesh out the world. As we move through the 

bookstore, if we listened in to the conversation in the coffee shop, the book about getting sick in the 

rain will jump out at us. It here we can also hide the exit to the level: if we start reading the SciFi book, 

we will move on to the next world(s). 

 

===Bookstore 

You walk the isles of Codex. It's full of interesting books on display, little setups of new books displayed 

on tables, book cover posters all over the walls. The man stands behind the counter and watches you 

with bemusement. 

+(explore)[Explore the aisles] 

    {explore < 2:You start | You're} walking up and down the aisles. They're organized by subject. 

    ++[History] 

    You make your way down the histories aisle. Tomes and books display stories across time and place. 

You have the thought that right now will one day be the time written of in future books. 

        +++[Keep exploring] -> explore 



    ++[Geography] 

    Books, maps, and atlases call to far off regions. Walking through this aisle always gets your travel bug 

itching. 

        +++[Keep exploring] -> explore 

    ++(sawbook)[Health and Science] 

    Books about medicine, the human body, what we have managed to find out so far about this crazy 

thing called life, line the shelves here. 

        +++{Grounds.listenconv}{inventory !? book}[Find a book about the common cold] Remembering 

that conversation you overheard, you scan the books for something that might help things out. 

        Aha, how about this? You pull out a book called 'Getting Sick in the Rain and other Bodily Myths' 

            ++++(gotbook)[Perfect!] You take the book. 

            ~get(book) 

                +++++[Keep exploring] -> explore 

        +++[Keep exploring] ->explore 

    ++[Science Fiction and Fantasy] 

    Ahh, Science Fiction and Fantasy. Your favorite genres. It doesn't take you long to find your favorite 

Sci Fi book. It's about a crewmember on the hull of the SS Argus and the wild adventures they go 

through. In fact, maybe you'll want to spend the rest of the day with it? 

    +++[Get lost in your book] You've found the exit to this chapter! If you start reading, you'll move on to 

Chapter 3. Are you ready for that? 

        ++++[Yes, let's do it!] ->Chap2End 

        ++++[Not yet! There's more to do first!] You put the book back on the shelf. 

 

    +++[Keep Exploring] -> explore 

             

    ++[Rhetorics and Communication] 

    Ahh yes, Quintillian, Burke, Derrida, Foucault, Lanham, and more, your good friends. 

    +++[Keep Exploring] -> explore 

++[Done exploring] ->Bookstore  

+[Leave] 

{gotbook && paid==0: 

You pay $3.45 for the book on your way out. 

~paid = 1 

} 

"Thank you!" you call to the man as you step back out into the rain. ->BookBlock 

 

//Here in the drugstore we can get some items we need. If we didn't get the umbrella from Chapter 

One, we can buy it here. We'll also get wirecutters to solve the Shakespeare puzzle. The payment 

mechanic adds a few conditional checks: if we grabbed the item and have not paid for it, we have to pay 

the clerk. We have to make sure we don't keep picking up the items over and over again, or paying for 

them over and over again as well. 

 

===Drugblock 

Down the road here is a 7/11, with a flickering, neon logo. 



+[Go inside] You push open the glass doors and step inside. ->InStore 

+[East] You head back to the east. -> BookBlock 

->DONE 

 

===InStore 

The store is lit with fluorescent lights. Candy and chips line the aisles, soda and beer are lit along the 

walls.  

You also note a section of the store devoted to utilities--batteries, a wire cutter, etc., and you spot some 

umbrellas hanging on display near the front of the store. 

The cashier smiles at you blandly. 

+[Grab...]  

{ 

-gotwire && boughtumb: 

You've got everything you need! 

++[Okay.] ->InStore 

-gotwire && inventory?umbrella: 

You've got everything you need! 

++[Okay.] ->InStore 

} 

Buy what? 

    **(gotwire){inventory !? wirecutters}[Wire Cutters] These may be useful, you think, as you pick up a 

pair. 

    ~get(wirecutters) 

    ***[Great]->InStore 

    **(boughtumb){inventory !? umbrella}[Umbrella] You grab an umbrella from the display. You had one 

at home, you can't believe you forgot it! 

    ~get(umbrella) 

    ***[Great]->InStore 

+[Exit] 

    {boughtumb && gotwire: You go to the cashier and lay down seven dollars for the two items.} 

    {boughtumb && gotwire==0: You go to the cashier and lay down 3.50 for the one item.} 

    {boughtumb==0 && gotwire: You go to the cashier and lay down 3.50 for the one item.} 

    You step out into the rain{boughtumb:, raising your new umbrella above your head. |.} 

    ->Drugblock 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> InStore 

 

//We have one last puzzle here at the east end of the road: we need something to do with our umbrella! 

This is a nice, straightforward puzzle. We see the kid longing to go out and play in the rain. If we have 

seen the kid but do not have an umbrella, we are given a hint to go find one. If we have the umbrella, 

we offer it to the kid, let him go play, and earn the INTENTIONAL KINDNESS keyword. 

 

===EastEnd 

Here the road ends in a cul-de-sac which wraps around a fountain. Rain patters against the awnings of a 

nearby winery, which is closed.  



A family stands here, huddled under the awning. 

{kidplay==0:There's a child who looks out at the fountain with longing. | Their child laughs and stomps 

about the fountain with glee.} 

 

+[Examine Fountain] You walk up to the fountain. It's a curved, marble thing, with a sculpture of perhaps 

some kind of war hero standing strong. You see blue tiles waving under the water, scatterings of coins. 

Raindrops splash across the surface. It's nice! 

    {kidplay: The kid laughs and runs past you in play.} 

    ++[Cool.] ->EastEnd 

+{kidplay==0}[Look at family] You make your way next to the family. It's, you assume, a mother, father, 

and their son. You smile at them. 

"I wish I could go play," says the child, looking out at the fountain. 

"You'll get too wet!" says the mom. 

The child is quiet. 

    {sawkid>0 && inventory !? umbrella: Maybe you could go buy something that might help them out?} 

    ++(sawkid)[Hmm.] ->EastEnd 

    ++{inventory ? umbrella}[Offer Umbrella] "Here," you say, offering the child your umbrella. "This will 

keep you a little more dry." 

        The mother starts to say something like "Oh, we couldn't--" but the kid already has the umbrella 

and runs off into towards the fountain with your umbrella, laughing and stomping about. 

        ~remove(umbrella) 

        That was so nice of you! You've earned the INTENTIONAL KINDNESS keyword! 

        ~keywordsch2 += IntentionalKindness 

            +++(kidplay)[That *was* nice of me!] ->EastEnd 

 

+[Head West] You turn around and head back west. ->CoffeeBlock 

+[Check Inventory] -> Inventory -> EastEnd 

 

//The end of Chapter 2, which we found in the bookstore, brings us to another ending page where the 

player can see what words were found and what words were missed.  

 

===Chap2End 

Congratulations, you have finished Chapter Two of TEXTJAM!  

    In this playthrough, you have discovered {LIST_COUNT(keywordsch2)>4: ALL 5 of the 5 keywords! | 

{LIST_COUNT(keywordsch2)} of the 5 keywords:} 

Keywords discovered: {keywordsch2} 

Keywords missed:  

{keywordsch2 !? IntentionalKindness: Intentional Kindness} 

{keywordsch2 !? Anacoluthon: Anacoluthon} 

{keywordsch2 !? UncontestableCommonplace: Uncontestable Commonplace} 

{keywordsch2 !? Ethos: Ethos} 

{keywordsch2 !? Listening: Listening} 

Feel free to play again, if you want to find them all. And, please, take this brief survey to let me know 

how you did and what you thought, as well as offer some ideas about future sections of the game! 



You can access the survey at 'tinyurl.com/TextJamSurvey'. Thanks so much! 

-> END 

 

//Here is the coding for our inventory system. It's built as a knot that can be accessed from any room. It 

checks the inventory list, and every item in your inventory gets a description that will pop up if it's on 

the list. We also have a mechanic here to build our sparkle pony, if we hold the head, body and glue. 

When we do so, we remove those three items and get the 'sparkepony' item. You exit this knot with the 

'back' option. The two arrows here (->->) sends you back to whatever knot you were in when you called 

it up.  

     

    ===Inventory 

    -(top) 

 You peer inside your inventory. You hold:  

 {not inventory: Nothing.} 

 {inventory ? alarm: An annoying alarm clock.} 

 {inventory ? sparklehead: The head to your favorite sparkle-pony.} 

 {inventory ? sparklebody: The body to your favorite sparkle-pony.} 

 {inventory ? glue: A handy container of super-glue.} 

 {inventory ? microphone: A portable, wireless microphone.} 

 {inventory ? sparklepony: A fully assembled, golden sparkle-pony.} 

 {inventory ? key: A small, silver key. Now what was this for?} 

 {inventory ? coffee: A warm mug of coffee.} 

 {inventory ? umbrella: Your favorite umbrella.} 

 {inventory ? newspaper: Today's newspaper.} 

 {inventory ? book: A book titled 'Getting Sick in the Rain and other Bodily Myths.'} 

 {inventory ? wirecutters: A pair of wirecutters.} 

 {inventory ? (glue, sparklehead, sparklebody):  

    *[Glue Sparkle Pony head to body] You use the superglue to reattach the sparklepony's head. Worked 

like a charm! 

     ~remove(sparklehead) 

     ~remove(sparklebody) 

     ~remove(glue) 

     ~get(sparklepony) 

     You earned the SPARKLE-PONY keyword! 

     ~ keywordsch1 += SparklePony 

     **[Great!] ->Inventory 

 } 

   -- 

   +[Back] ->-> 

+{currentchapter==1}[Check Chapter 1 Keywords] 

{not keywordsch1: Keywords discovered: None so far! | Keywords discovered: {keywordsch1}} 

Keywords not yet discovered:  

{keywordsch1 !? Imagination: Imagination} 

{keywordsch1 !? Reflection: Reflection} 



{keywordsch1 !? SparklePony: Sparkle-Pony} 

{keywordsch1 !? Feedback: Feedback} 

{keywordsch1 !? Kairos: Kairos} 

++[Back] -> top 

   

   -- 

+{currentchapter==2}[Check Chapter 2 Keywords] 

{ 

-not keywordsch2:  

Keywords discovered: None so far! 

-else: 

Keywords discovered: 

{keywordsch2 ? IntentionalKindness: Intentional Kindness} 

{keywordsch2 ? Anacoluthon: Anacoluthon} 

{keywordsch2 ? UncontestableCommonplace: Uncontestable Commonplace} 

{keywordsch2 ? Ethos: Ethos} 

{keywordsch2 ? Listening: Listening} 

 

} 

Keywords not yet discovered:  

{keywordsch2 !? IntentionalKindness: Intentional Kindness} 

{keywordsch2 !? Anacoluthon: Anacoluthon} 

{keywordsch2 !? UncontestableCommonplace: Uncontestable Commonplace} 

{keywordsch2 !? Ethos: Ethos} 

{keywordsch2 !? Listening: Listening} 

++[Back] -> top 

 




